
DRAWING/IMAGINGMATERIALS:

ALAIYO BRADSHAW

IN CLASS ASSIGNMENT: 

sketchbook
camera

pencils and eraser
sharpie markers

 a piece of tracing paper
1 sheet of newsprint and 1 sheet of bristol board paper 

four personal objects to draw from in class

CLASS TRIP: 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Fifth Ave. at 81-82nd 
take the 4,5, or 6 trains to 86th

***We will meet at the Museum

(SELF-PORTRAIT) Personal exploration through 
cultural and personal objects. 
Record a 3 dimensional object or figurative sculp-
ture in your sketchbook from the area of the Mu-
seum relating most closely to your own cultural 
background. Use any media listed above. Focus on 
accuracy in regard to contour, shading and the mea-
sured proportions of your drawings, to prepare for 
all 3 drawings of the following weeks. You can also 
take photos.

Report back to the outside stairs on time given to return 
to the class together.

IN CLASS: 
Transfer drawings in sketchbook with tracing paper 
onto a larger sheet of bristol drawing paper using 
the grid technique (to be demonstrated in class).

The four personal objects brought in and the 
museum drawings will be combined subjects for in-
class assignments. Each composition will differ.

LONG-TERM ASSIGNMENT: 
Combine sculpture with personal objects in one 
composition. Keep in mind both the personal 
and the cultural aspects of these objects and the 
overall subject matter. Use the subject matter from 
these objects for the next in-class assignments and 
continue the drawings at home for homework. Use 
bristol board for first part of project. Complete 
three final drawings for the critique in three weeks. 
We will go over the techniques and materials separately 
in following classes:                         
1. Contour  2. Positive and negative 3. Value 
(examples for first part of project on following page)

1. Example 
of part one 
of project. 
Sculpture done 
as a contour 
drawing.
This will be the 
focus on the 
day of our next 
class. (1st week 
of project)

2. Example 
of part two 
of project. 
Sculpture done 
as a positive/
negative 
drawing/
digital.
This will be 
the focus of 
the following  
week. (2nd 
week of 
project)

3. Example 
of part three 
of project. 
Sculpture done 
as a tonal 
value drawing/
digital.
This will be 
the focus of 
the following  
week. (3rd 
week of 
project)

    (The following examples do not 
      include personal objects)



ALAIYO BRADSHAW

IN CLASS ASSIGNMENT: 
  
  HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT:  Due next class. 

DRAWING/IMAGING
SHAPE
1. Seeing shapes-Shape in the pure since is flat, contour, 
outline without volume. Overlaps create space. The 
characteristic outline or surface configuration of a figure 
or form. 2D area enclosed by its own boundaries. And 
cut off from a larger field.

2. Drawing shapes-Change in size gives a since of 
distance without perspective. In a way flattening the state 
of forms into a 2D shape allows us to accurately record 
the 3D aspects we see.

3. Organizing shapes-Organize images by arranging 
shapes. How large? Where? Relationship to paper? 
When overlapping occurs the shapes form.

1. Continue and complete in-class contour assignment. 
Set up your arrangement with the museum object and 4 
personal related objects close together. Remember to consider 
interesting objects which say something about you. Look at 
the shapes and form their outlines do not fill it in. Fill the page 
with shapes. Play around with and apply repetition, scale and 
proportion. Use accurated drawing and precise lines. Consider 
the white of the paper. Final size 8 1/2 x 11”.

Examples 
of contour/
shape student 
work.


